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In 2018, the Italian Ministry of Health financed a three-year project titled “Optimization PROcesses in
RAdiotherapy: clinical and dosimetric audits (OPRORA)” to develop and apply a model of parallel clinical (CAs) and
dosimetry (DAs) audits for IMRT and VMAT at selected Italian Radiation Therapy Centers (RTCs). This poster will
illustrate the DA status. For CA see poster by Grande et al.

An Interdisciplinary Committee including radiation oncologists and medical physicists designed and defined the
objectives of the DAs and set up the protocols.
Three types of dosimeters, alanine, TLDs and EBT3 gafchromic films, operating at ISS were selected for dose
determination. All dosimetry systems were calibrated in Co-60 beam at the Italian Primary Lab (ENEA-INMRI).

DA-1 Reference conditions: the PMMA phantom

RTCs are asked to irradiate at the prescribed dose of 10 Gy a boxshape volume, inside the PMMA phantom, applying small fields
(3x3 cm2 A-P; 1.5x3 cm2 L-L) at several angles.
In this volume, three alanine dosimeters and a piece of EBT3 film
are placed.

DA-2 Treatment Conditions
Head and neck carcinoma treated by IMRT

Two portions of the Rando phantom went
separately through CT-scanning and
contouring, then a treatment plan was created
for two pathologies. In both cases, seven
positions for alanine and TLD housing are
considered, simulating target and organ at
risk sites.
For dose distribution evaluation, large pieces
of EBT3 are sandwiched between two
consecutive phantom slices at different tumor
positions along cranial-caudal direction.

Prostate carcinoma treated by VMAT

Starting from the common contoured CTscans and following provided instructions,
RTCs are asked to develop a personalized
dose planning delivered according to the
daily clinical practice.

The DA system protocol was tested by the four Centres
partners of the project and validated by other four Centers.
All those centres were not included among the selected RTCs
to be audited and not involved at any level in the project
itself.
The actual audit, involving 13 RTCs, was launched in April
2021.
Up to now, 7 Centres have been audited.
The audit is expected to be completed by February 2022.
Distribution of the selected RTCs

